The profile of an IRS professional: it is as unique as the career itself. Here, you will excel with one of the largest financial institutions in the world, among the most well trained and dedicated workforces anywhere. The IRS is where America’s growth begins. The dollars we collect support our nation’s vital programs — from powering NASA…to preserving parklands…to providing matching funds for communities across the country. Are you ready to step up to an IRS future?

**Become a Criminal Investigation Special Agent** and benefit from elite Federal training in self-defense, firearms, and arrest techniques. You’ll be investigating complex cases involving tax crimes, narcotics, and organized crime, and you may even find yourself working on special task forces with other Federal agencies, such as DEA, FBI, and ATF.

**Become an Internal Revenue Agent** and you’ll leverage the latest in mini and micro computers, telecommunications, and data management systems. You’ll be a proactive decision-maker, working on-site with customers, businesses, CFOs, CEOs, and the legal and financial communities.

For career details, visit us on the web at: [www.irs.gov](http://www.irs.gov)

We are hiring in many degree areas, including:
- Accounting
- Business
- Computer Science
- Criminal Justice
- Criminology
- Economics
- Finance
- Information Systems
- Liberal Arts
- Political Science

The Internal Revenue Service is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

*One of the best things about my job is that I am continuously learning and doing new and different things. When I was in college, I knew that I didn’t want a job where I sat behind a desk all day. At the IRS, every day and every case offers unique challenges.*

— Deborah, Special Agent
Criminal Investigation
Baltimore, MD